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The cumulative light curves of Gamma Ray Bursts (GRBs) smooth the spiky nature of the running
light curve. The cumulative count increases in an approximately linear way with time t for most bursts. In
19 out of 398 GRBs with T90 > 2 s, the cumulative light curve was found to increase with time as  t2
implying a linear increase in the running light curve . The non-linear sections last for a substantial fraction
of the GRB duration, have a large proportion of the cumulative count and many resolved pulses that usually
end with the highest pulse in the burst. The reverse behaviour was found in 11 GRBs where the running
light curve decreased with time and some bursts are good mirror images of the increases. These GRBs are
among the spectrally hardest bursts observed by BATSE. The most likely interpretation is that these eects
are signatures of black holes that are either being spun up or down in the accretion process. In the spin
up case, the increasing Kerr parameter of the black hole allows additional rotational and accretion energy
to become available for extraction. The process is reversed if the black hole is spun down by magnetic eld
torques. The luminosity changes in GRBs are consistent with the predictions of the BZ process and neutrino
annihilation and thus provide the link to spinning black holes. GRBs provide a new window for studying the
general relativistic eects of Kerr black holes. Gamma rays { bursts: Gamma rays { observations: Methods
{ data analysis: Methods { statistical
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Introduction
It is suspected that spinning black holes reside in a variety of astrophysical sources. Frame dragging
creates a special region called the ergosphere in which any material or energy must rotate in the same direction
as the black hole. The energetic reactions near the black hole maybe responsible for relativistic jets in active
galactic nuclei (AGN), microquasars and gamma ray bursts koide:2002,frail:2001. In GRBs the source of
the enormous energy in gamma rays maybe the cataclysmic formation of a spinning black hole involving
mergers of compact objects such as neutron star (NS) binaries or NS and black holes piran:1999,rujan:1999
and also during or after the collapse of massive stars macfad:1999,pacy:1998,vietri:1998,reeves:2002. The
central engine is hidden from view and only gravitational radiation and neutrinos may escape and reach the
observer directly from the engine. A key feature of the internal shock model is that the observed gamma
rays reflect the variability of the central engine and the GRB duration may be determined by the engine
reemes:1994,piran:1999. The cumulative output in gamma rays of a burst indirectly reflects the output of
the central engine via a relativistic jet. The advantage of using the cumulative light curve is that it reveals
the trends by smoothing the spiky nature of the running light curve. The cumulative light curves of most
bursts can be approximated by a linear function of time and GRBs may be regarded as relaxation systems
that continuously accumulate energy in the reservoir and discontinuously release it mcbreenb:2002. In a
relatively small number of GRBs, the cumulative light curves depart from linearity in a consistent way. The
selection and properties of these GRBs are presented here in sections 2 and 3, discussed in section 4 and
summarised in section 5.
Analysis of the light curves of Gamma Ray Bursts A large sample of the brightest BATSE GRBs
was used with the data combined from the four energy channels shman:1995. The analysis procedures
are described in detail elsewhere (Quilligan et al., 2002; McBreen et al., 2001 & 2002a). The full sample
consisted of 100 GRBs with duration T90 < 2 s where T90 measures the burst integrated count from 5%
to 95% of the total, 319 GRBs with T90 > 2 s and a further fainter sample of 79 GRBs with T90 > 100 s
to include very long bursts. The cumulative light curves of most GRBs could be approximated by a linear
function implying constant output over most of the duration of the burst mcbreenb:2002. Two signicant
minorities were visually identied that are better described by nonlinear changes in the cumulative count.
In category A the running count increased towards the tallest pulse in the burst resulting in a nonlinear
increase in the cumulative prole. In category B the running count decreased after the tallest pulse in the
burst causing the cumulative prole to increase at a much slower rate as time progressed. In category A the
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normalised cumulative prole was t by the function equation R(ti) = Imin + c(ti − t0)β
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